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Respectable 
Canada Border Services Agency 
Mr. John Ossowski, President 

 

Dear Sir : 

Canada Border Services Agency
Ottawa, ON Canada K1A 0L8

Tel: 1-204-983-3500
Fax: 
contact@cbsa.gc.ca

I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) or SGID 2665604D.  

It as news report that top right photo, the “eGate” or 
“SmartGate” system use at you country that entry and 
exit control of airport or other car passage already since 
2009year!   

But as the bottom right photo same by news 
reports, at your entry and exit control that populous 
airport same use the eGate system since March of 2017 
until now!  

Although your Gov. Department very “clever” prefer 
to remained a loophole of safe-check in your customs as 
USA to change the patent measures of double-door 
become only one door in SmartGate system and assume 
that can avoid to look into the tort duty by me, that 
already to make a glaring mistake:  

A.  It was cause the biometrics ( or face ) discern 
technique use to include at “…any type that 
means of protection” although overtake the 
“ two-door’s security identification space” 

your country that technology still can to supplemented some claims in the USA Patent 
Office, because my patent invention application although has been to table for a long 
time as Attachment 1., but has not been invalidated !   

B. Please to see Attachment 3. of that I had another a patent publication at China, the claim 
3., the biometrics ( or face ) discern technique is subject to restrictions in any independent 
space! 

Therefore, as above the bottom right that “two doors” become only one door in your 
SmartGate system of entry and exit control also will meaningless!  

And the claims of the initial patent application that official publication, please to see the 
three attachments, below:    www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm； 

Attachment 1. is to shown I had an application number is 10/029,951 in the USA Patent 
Office and publishing on October 31,2002, still more details that can to find at my main 
webpage:          www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm 

Attachment 2., to shown I had an application number is 01143081.8 use in Chinese Patent 
Office and publishing on April 09. 2003, still more details that can to find my main page at 
www.ycec.com/cn-Patents.htm that one;  

Attachment 3., to shown I had other an application number is 02161706.6 same use in 
Chinese Patent Office and publishing on Sep., 14. 2005, the claim 3 already to make clear any 
Biometrics discern technique use to include at “…any type that means of protection” already to 
include today your tort application…, the main page on www.ycec.com/cn-Patents.htm that two;  
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I quite right the inventor of above the three patents application.  It notwithstanding the 
application to table over a long period of time, but you could to witness the mistaken all to be absent 
from me and correspond regulations to the Article 23, 29 & 48 of PCT’s《Patent Cooperation 
Treaty》, so above the three patents application that all still to be existence!  

Because Canada is a member in the PCT’s《Patent Cooperation Treaty》with《Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property》,  and as the Article 13 of Chinese Patent Law 
that also to civilize regulations:『After the publication of the application for a patent for invention, 
the applicant may require the entity or individual exploiting the invention to pay an appropriate 
fee.』,or as the section11, 28, 55, 56, 58, 66, etc. of Canada patent law order.  Therefore, your 
customhouse has an obligation to pay the compensate for me that can only to content for stipulate 
the Article 1 , 2 & 3 of《Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property》！ 

In above the three published Attachments that claims even had a『security measures system of 
single approbation room』or USA’s patentee that『a double-door “single person checkroom”』and 
same as the above right photo that “self boarding gates” or “Smart eGate” system for deploys 
biometric e-passport gates!    Therefore, because my invention using for Your Excellency 
customhouse that only can to frugal a large staffs and lead passengers need not to lose time and 
entry and exit border only less 30second!   So this just my invention value!  

On the side, because use my invention that only can to leading your customhouse may be to 
create mighty economic benefits before 2009year, so Your Excellency had a duty to tell me the case 
and to pay the remuneration that was be stand to reason, but as the key of question is: 

a. One of eGate in three-shift working system that could to substitute how many staffs of 
customs examination?  We must have a common consensus; and  

b. Whether your country may be to agree according to over or a beginning as company the 
tax rate of Canada to pay the remuneration for me? 

c. …… 
This letter will to send by a registered mail to Your Excellency and after facsimile to your 

Consul General Mr. Jeff Nankivell in HK by Fax : 2847-7561 and requests pass on for you, I still 
more to hope Your Excellency can to trust who to appoint a staffs friendly negotiate with me by 
Chinese before 60days, so my phone call number is: 852-9175-1482  6572-0195 or Fax for me.  

This letter is total 8pages, it can be found at: www.ycec.com/911/190613-ca.pdf if that blurred by 
facsimile or less, and the Chinese can be found at: www.ycec.com/911/190613-ca-hk.pdf.  

   

Thank you!  
 

Respectfully yours  
     
Zhen-man Lin 

 
Hong Kong D188015(3)  
June 13, 2019.  
C.C.  Canada consul general in Hong Kong 

Mr. Jeff Nankivell    
8th floor, Berkshire House, 25 Westlands Road, Quarry 
Bay, HK 
Tel.: 852- 3719-4700  Fax: 852-2847-7561 

 

 



  
       

   

   
  

Device for precaution skyjacking and system  
 

Abstract 

This airliner hijacking prevention system solution is the most sophisticated solution 
available today. The solution consists of the following three complementary, indispensable 
parts: 1. The double-door "single person checkroom", the only passage to the cockpit. In this 
closed one-person-only checkroom a series of checks are made before access is gained to the 
cockpit. 2. Closed circuit television and communication system, hidden, free from the control 
of the aircrew, and with independent power supply. This system keeps informed of what is going 
on in the cabin. 3. A hidden flight locus monitor free from the control of the aircrew and 
with independent power supply also transfers messages between the airliner and the ground 
monitoring center through a relay satellite or special frequency band.  

Foreign Application Data 

Claims 

 

    ( 1 of 1 )

United States Patent Application 20020158166

Kind Code A1 

Lin, Zhen-Man October 31, 2002 

Inventors: Lin, Zhen-Man; (Kowloon, HK) 

Correspondence 
Address: 

    RABIN & BERDO, P.C. 
    Suite 500 
    1101 14th Street N.W. 
    Washington 
    DC 
    20005 
    US 

Serial No.: 029951

Series Code: 10 

Filed: December 31, 2001

Current U.S. Class: 244/118.5

Class at Publication: 244/118.5

International Class: B64D 011/00; B64D 013/00

Date Code Application Number

Feb 25, 2001 CN 01255903.2

页码，1/12United States Patent Application: 0020158166
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What is claimed is:  
 
1. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program consists of the following: a. The 
double-door "single person checkroom" is the only entrance to the cockpit; b. The cockpit and 
the ground monitoring center continuously monitor the cabin through the concealed electronic 
monitoring devices, forming a deterrent to potential hijackers; c. With the flight locus 
monitor, the ground-based monitoring center may switch manual steering over to remote-
controlled automatic/semiautomatic steering when the engineer on the airliner loses his right 
to act.  
 
2. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
"Single person checkroom" is the only entrance to the cockpit, and the two doors are opened 
and closed according to the preset program.  
 
3. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
the double-door, that is, the front and back doors of the "single person checkroom" are 
equipped with unidirectionally transparent bulletproof glass, shockproof plastic or naked eye 
viewing window.  
 
4. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
"single person checkroom", which with preset program and closed space, one or more 
identification means such as weight, image, voice, fingerprint or ID number can be used to the 
determine of right of passage.  
 
5. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 4, wherein said 
fingerprint identification mean, that is, "five-finger mold", which helps the single person 
checkroom make identification almost unmistakably.  
 
6. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 4, wherein said 
the identification of a single person in the "single person checkroom" is confined to the 
raster curtain.  
 
7. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
the "electronic monitoring device" can be connected to the narcotic guns installed at the 
cross-shaped passages of the four entrances of the plane.  
 
8. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
the system transfers messages between the airliner and the ground monitoring center through a 
relay satellite or special frequency band, and continuously monitors the cabin through the 
concealed electronic monitoring device.  
 
9. Airliner hijacking prevention system solution program as claimed in claim 1, wherein a 
remote-control plane is prepared; when said ground monitoring center could not control the 
airliner normally due to poor coverage of communication signal, said remote-control plane 
takes off and controls said airliner. 

Description 

 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION  
 
[0001] 1. Field of the Invention  
 
[0002] The present invention relates to newest device for precaution skyjacking and system.  
 
[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art  

页码，2/12United States Patent Application: 0020158166
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